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THE VISION
To unlock the potential of real estate across Sub-Saharan Africa (starting
with West African markets - Nigeria & Ghana) - driving economic growth, social
development and transforming the lives of millions of individuals and families.
Leveraging blockchain technology increases transparency and trust for all
participants in the ecosystem and introduces new market mechanisms that
break through traditional economic barriers - providing access to a $2+ trillion
USD market opportunity.

Sub-Saharan Africa is becoming an urban giant with a growing housing
crisis

3.7%

1.2Bn

46M

Expected annual GDP
growth between 2018
and 2022

Urban residents in
Sub-Saharan Africa by
2050

Current housing
deficit, with 43% of the
population under the
age of 15

10%

58 days

5%

Of total land in SubSaharan Africa is
registered

To register a property,
costing 8.3% of the
property value

Of mortgage loans are
from a formal bank in
2015

Tanzania’s example is noteworthy. • Tanzania has surveyed all of its communal lands and registered 60
percent of them at a cost of $500
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West Africa (Nigerian and Ghanaian markets in focus)
West Africa

Ghana

Nigeria

2-3%

2M

18M

Land that is held by
written title across
West Africa

Current housing
deficit growing by
100,000+ a year

Current housing
deficit, 100,000
annual build

10%

18%

6.85%

Of total land in SubSaharan Africa is
registered

Contribution Real
Estate to Ghana’s
GDP in 2016, 1.6x
2006 level

Contribution of real
estate to the
national economy
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Solving the housing crisis will unleash economic growth across the region

$1Trn

Estimated market value of
eliminating the housing
deficit over the next 15-20
years*

18%

Average investor returns
for real estate sector in
Ghana

10M+

The numbers of jobs
added to the Real Estate
& Construction sector to
eliminate the housing
deficit

$1 = $3

Real estate investment
has big economic
multiplier

“Housing has important and overlapping impacts on economic growth and social
inclusion. manufacturing, and finance..”
World Bank (2015)

Infrastructure - supports and
accelerates development of key
utilities including energy, water,
sewers, roads

Living Standards - improved living
conditions, reduced overcrowding and
higher living standards

Financial Inclusion - providing
access to fundamental wealth
creation opportunity

Note: market value based on 20 million housing backlog (Ghana & Nigeria) with an average house price of $50,000
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Growth in the housing market has been held back by a highly fragmented
value-chain

Land Ownership &
Urban Planning
●

●
●

80% of Ghana’s land is
governed by an
informal,
undocumented system
Majority of land titles
are paper-based
~70% of civil court
cases in Ghana are
land-related

Project Finance &
Investment
●
●

Legal inquiries around
land ownership stave
off investors
Funding in real estate
is scarce due to
uncertainty and
untraceability of how
funds are allocated

Construction &
Development
●

●

90% of houses are built
by small-scale
contractors and can take
up to 15 years to
complete
Developers rely on
foreign imports for 80%
of building materials

Home Ownership &
Market Participants
●
●
●

Lack of financing: <20%
of Ghana’s banks offer
mortgage loans
Monthly mortgage
payments are 30-40% of
buyer’s income
Underdeveloped
ecosystem
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Opportunities Blockchain Unlocks in Real Estate
Registration of
titles and assets
on blockchain

Track and trace
of supply chain

●

Smart Cities
enabled by
blockchain, e.g.
Dubai Smart City

●

Transparent
program
management,
reporting and
audits
●

●

Land Titles &
Urban Planning

Construction & Development

Streamlined
property transfer

Democratised
access to real
estate through
tokenisation

●

●

Increased
access to home
financing options

●

●

Simpler
reputation
building
●

Home Ownership &
Market Participants

Project Finance &
Investment

Reduced admin
overhead
Improved
access to capital
●

From digitised land titles registered on blockchain to enabling flexible financing & investment models through tokenisation.
Blockchain applications for tracking energy and utilities, contribute to smart cities.
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Two main solutions would bring significant benefits to West Africa’s real
estate investment landscape
A secure, immutable digital registry

Fractional ownership
Investors
P2P
Government

Land titles
Investment

●
●
●

Permit

Mortgage
Home buyer

Construction

Immutable record of every action - no more
paper records just irrefutable ownership titles
and records
Timestamped data and authentication transparency for all platform participants
Highest level of data security - cryptography
secures data and prevents fraud

●
●
●
●

Digital assets - tokenized housing assets enables
fractional ownership models
Financial inclusion - opportunities for individuals
and other investors to access the housing market
Facilitates market activity - increases market
velocity
Introduces new financing models - traditional
bank lending, P2P lenders, co-operative models
and more
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Mortgage Market
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Mortgage market overview (Ghana)

Competition landscape 30 licensed banks, 564 licensed institutions (MFIs)
○ Of them, only 15 banks and 5 MFIs offer mortgage
● GHL bank: 50% market share, other major players: Republic Bank (formerly HFC Bank), Fidelity Bank, Cal Bank,
Stanbic Bank, Bank of Baroda and the Construction Bank
● Several schemes available: Home Purchase Mortgage (HPM), Home Equity Mortgage (HEM), Home Completion
Mortgage (HCM), Home Improvement Mortgage (HIM)
● 2019 government budget: committed to invest GH¢1 billion to the mortgage and housing finance fund
Customer data
● Adults in Ghana with bank accounts: 42% (2017) up from 13% (2014)
● 7.4m households, ~6,000 mortgages (2014)
● Average terms: rate = ~30% (in GHC, $: 12/13%), maturity = 20 years, downpayment 20%
● Typically males in their 30s and 40s, from the finance, IT and mining sectors
○ only 2% of mortgage customers are under 30 years old.

Mortgage market overview (Nigeria)
Source: Nigeria Mortgage
Refinance Company

The mortgage rate
is between 20% 25% with regular
banks.
Between 6% 9% when borrowing
from the National
Housing Fund.

Goal is to reduce investment cost of capital to create a step-change from
the current economic paradigm unlocking market potential
Platform
Blockchain land registry

30%

Debt

80%
50%
Fractional ownership

Equity

20%

$430

per month

Monthly mortgage loan
repayment
Affordable by less than 5%
of Ghanaian households
-

New
Fractional
Ownership
Models

20%

$160

per month

Monthly mortgage loan
repayment
Affordable by c.30% of
Ghanaian households

Based on a mortgage present value of $50,000 minus deposit, over 15 years at an annual rate of 10%
Rate, income bracket based on World Bank’s report Stocktaking of the Housing Sector in Sub-Saharan Africa
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How much could fractional ownership drive affordability of buying a house?
●

If this platform hypothetically reduced mortgage from 80% of property to 30%

●

Ghana’s mortgage provider assumptions: 28% interest rate over 20 years
○
From $18.2k annual income to $6.8k to finance the cheapest newly built home

●

USD mortgage assumptions: 10% interest rate over 15 years
○
From $8.3k annual income to $3.1k to finance the cheapest newly built home

How much could fractional ownership drive affordability of buying a house?
Actual USD*

~ 15%

$13.3k - $3.3M
$7.6k - $13.3k

/ $20,389

AF + Mortgage
(>$6.8k)

$4.0k - $7.6k
$2.7k - $4.0k
$1.7k - $2.7k
$1.2k - $1.7k
$0.8k - $1.2k
$0.5k - $0.8k
$0.3k - $0.5k

<$0.3k

* Data from ~ Jan 2018

/ $5,260
AF + USD Mortgage
(>$3.1k for cheapest
newly built house)

What is available?
Low - Mid Income Earners

Data from Meqasa

2 BEDROOM SEMI-DETACHED HOUSE FOR SALE
IN LAKESIDE ESTATE - Lakeside Community 8
$57,000 (GHC299,842.8)
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What is available?
Low - Mid Income Earners

2 BEDROOM FOR SALE AT TEMA
COMMUNITY
$90,000 (GHC473,436)

Data from Meqasa
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What is available?
Low - Mid Income Earners

Data from Meqasa

Lakeside Community 8 Developments
3 Bedroom Detached House ~ $115k
© 2019 consensys.net

Enabling individuals and families to climb the economic ladder
Helping trapped renters become homeowners
Bradley a recently employed graduate on
4,000 GHC/month is priced out of the home
ownership market

Fractional ownership enables him to enter
the property market and eventually own his
home as his rental payments now work for
him as a shareholder in his property

Creating financial inclusion opportunities for the informal sector
Cordelia a kiosk owner on a variable average
income of N30,000/month has no access to
formal investment opportunities

Co-operative property investment schemes
provide a mechanism for all to benefit from
the new blockchain enabled market
mechanisms for the housing market

Unlocking affordable housing finance
Kwaku on 6,000 GHC/month cannot afford
lending rates to buy a bigger family home

Alternative funding sources change home
ownership economics, reducing interest rates
on loans, making it possible to access
appropriate housing options
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Tokenization of
Real Estate Assets

20

A token represents the ownership of something. A majority of blockchain
use cases start with a token.

Token

ConsenSys Codefi
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Fungible tokens are all identical and cannot be distinguished from each
other. Currencies are an example of fungible tokens.

Fungible
tokens

ConsenSys Codefi
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Non-fungible tokens are all unique. They’re adapted to represent legal
documents, luxury goods, pieces of art, etc.

Non-fungible
tokens

ConsenSys Codefi
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Tokenized financial assets are a token + a workflow,
e.g. the mechanism/rules the token is submitted is to.

Tokenized financial asset
ConsenSys Codefi
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Maintenance of Real Assets is an Inefficient Process

Private market
issuance

●
●

Cumbersome registry maintenance
Limited liquidity

Bonds issuance

●
●

Complex monitoring of credit risk and collateral
Intermediated processes between disconnected entities resulting increasing
back-office costs

●

Disconnected systems increasing complexity of issuance, servicing and
record keeping
Manual reconciliation and double-entries of data

Syndicated lending
issuance

●
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Blockchain can significantly improve these issues
Settlement times
● Reliance on manual processes
impedes opportunities for
automation, lowering straight
through processing, increasing
operational costs, systemic risks
and settlement times.

Disconnected data silos
● Disconnected data silos
between counterparties and
intermediaries create
coordination problems and
operational risks.

Heavy compliance
● Retroactive audits and the
need to manually reconcile
data to perform them
increases risk of misconduct
and regulatory investigations.

Double-spend
● Double-spending protection
relies on central trusted third
parties which represents a single
point of failure from both
availability and trust viewpoints.
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Blockchain platform to issue, manage and exchange digitized real assets

Issuance
•
•
•
•

Investor onboarding and management
Creation and issuance of digital
assets with built in compliance
Automated orders management
Real time transaction settlement and
clearance with multiple payment
options and no counterparty risk

Management
•

Real time cap-table

•

Corporate action support, including
merger & absorption and dividends

•

Dashboard with position and
performance metrics

•

Voting and governance rights enabled
by blockchain

•

Email & on platform notifications

Secondary Trading
•

Over-the-counter exchange
capabilities for improved liquidity
options

•

Ability to onboard new investors for
secondary transactions

•
•

User friendly asset transfers
Real time transaction settlement and
clearance with multiple payment
options and no counterparty risk
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Use cases:
Towards real-time continuous asset
financing

Today’s asset financing on blockchain

Asset Owner sells Real
World Assets to Issuer

Issuer sells Real
World Assets into an
SPV

Investor purchases Investor borrows
tranches of SPV against collateral

Investors lend
against collateral

Loan to Value ratio

SPV

Asset Backed Securities

Lending Pool

Asset Based Lending
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Tomorrow: Real-time continuous asset financing

Asset owner sells Assets
to SPV smart-contract

Investors lend
against collateral
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Key Takeaways
Market Opportunity

● To open up West Africa’s real estate market, national government support is required
○ Better policies (SEC) / CBN & banking sector
○ Sovereign funds accessible for development finance at favourable rates
○ Encourage the startup landscape
● Access to international capital markets with softer lending rates for formal lenders incl. developers.
○ Help to shift the dynamics from equity / hefty collateral and reduce cost of capital
○ Increase healthy competition in the mortgage markets incl. for consumers / homebuyers

Use Blockchain Technology for

● Leapfrogging the sector’s access to operational excellence and alternative financing
○ Tokenisation and Debt Securitisation platform; bringing & simplifying innovation - fast!
● Breaking Silos & Improving Data Transparency
○ Collaboration across the value chain - financiers, construction firms, real estate agencies, surveyors, property
managers. Simply and use tech for operational efficiency
○ Transparent Data for the sector - individual credit profiles, asset valuation metrics (NAV), portfolio analysis
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Get in Touch – Excited to work together

Linda Unugboke

Linda Unugboke
Email: Linda.unugboke@consensys.net
https://www.linkedin.com/in/linda-unugboke/
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